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Presentation outline and key issues


What is meant by innovation in the electricity
regulatory context and why is it important?



What are the barriers to developing and
deploying innovations in electricity networks?



How can economic regulation help overcome
these obstacles?



What is the UK regulator doing to address the
challenges?



What key lessons might be drawn for the role
of regulation in ERRA countries?
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Brief introduction to ECA

Who is ECA and where do we work?
Infrastructure economic consultants specialising in energy and water
ECA provides economic consulting advice in infrastructure services for
governments, regulators, and investors worldwide
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What does ECA do?
Provides economic regulatory and policy advice across eight service areas
❶ Regulatory economics
❷ Pricing

Developing wholesale and retail tariff levels and structures using in-house
developed tariff models

❸ Infrastructure policy

Formulating long term energy and water sector policies and strategies to
give effect to the policies

❹ Investment planning

Asset valuation, investment analysis and planning, market risk analysis,
regulatory due diligence and impact assessments

❺ Market design

Design of trading mechanisms, market monitoring and renewable energy
support systems

❻ PPP & commercial contracts
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Advice on revenue setting methodologies, network access and market rules

Introducing private sector participation and competition into infrastructure

❼ Expanding access

Development of regulatory frameworks and business models targeted to the
provision of infrastructure to rural areas

❽ Expert witness

Support legal teams in providing expert witness services across our core
areas of expertise

Selected ECA clients
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What is innovation and why is it important?
Barriers to innovations in electricity
The role of regulation in addressing barriers
The UK model
Key takeaways

The challenge is to integrate new technologies into the grid that
improve the cost, quality, reliability & flexibility of network services


It is often claimed that current electricity sector
trends are driving the greatest transformation
since the War of Currents between Edison and
Tesla in the 1880s - 1890s



Key technological developments include
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Distributed and renewable generation



Emergence of ‘prosumers’



Rise of the digital economy and new IT capabilities



Electric vehicles (EVs)



Energy storage

Issue is how best to integrate these
technologies to ensure:


System-wide costs are minimised



Quality and reliability are improved
(or at the very least are not jeopardised)



Customer choice in technology and service

Market and technological developments are challenging
traditional business and regulatory models in the energy sector


The ‘old’ paradigm
(delivery of energy)


Large-scale (thermal) generation



One-way power flow from generation
to load



Predictable demand



Passive consumers



Safe and reliable supply



Reliance on known technologies



Focus on


Allocative efficiency
(price = marginal cost)



Productive efficiency (cost minimisation)

ENERGY TRANSITION
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The ‘new’ paradigm
(delivery of energy services)


Distributed generation



Two-way directional power flows



Intermittent demand



Consumers can produce and store
energy



Deliver new products, services and markets
enabled by new technologies



Focus on dynamic efficiency and





Customer empowerment



Clean energy / decarbonisation

But still important to maintain a safe,
reliable and robust network

The presumption is that providing capacity for regulated firms to
explore, trial and deploy new technologies will benefit consumers
New products and services are supposed to assist customers manage their
energy usage and reduce their energy bill – so, what is different?
The regulatory perspective

Typical regulatory aims
• Cost recovery / financial viability
• Efficiency (operating and investment)
• Quality of supply
• Security and reliability of supply
Does innovation change these aims or is it
‘a means to an end’?

The network service provider perspective

•
•
•
•

New technologies reduce or defer ‘traditional’
network investment
Trials and experimentation can result in
‘stranded’ costs or assets
R&D can benefit other parties who do not
incur the costs
Requires purchasing services from users

Improving the overall efficiency of the system, along with consumer value and choice, requires
achieving a more productive mix of network and third-party investment and measures
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What is innovation and why is it important?

Barriers to innovations in electricity
The role of regulation in addressing barriers
The UK model
Key takeaways

Innovation and sector transformation involve different risks that
traditional regulatory models may not be designed to handle
The RAB-based regulatory model



Allowed Revenue
= Actual or forecast opex
+ Depreciation of RAB
+ Allowed WACC x RAB

Regulated Asset Base (RAB)
=
+
=

Opening RAB
Approved additions
(actual capex or commissioned assets)
Depreciation
Disposals
Closing RAB

Typical regulatory incentives and mechanisms


Constant incentives (eg rolling/sharing mechanisms)



Appropriate service quality



Removal of capex bias
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Innovation and sector transformation
(in any sector) entail


Research and development



Risks and uncertainty (implies higher returns)



Experimentation and individual investment failures

The common RAB-based regulatory model is
not well suited to these factors


Focus is usually on costs and driving operational
efficiencies



Aim is generally to establish and preserve a low-risk
environment to contain financing costs



Traditional expenditure tests favour business-asusual spending



Existing incentives are limited to the duration of the
regulatory period

Current regulatory models employed in the EU do not appear to
be effectively fostering the deployment of innovations
UK spending on energy Research
Development and Deployment
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Source: International Energy Agency statistics

Does the regulatory framework
support R&D and innovation?

Source: Eurelectric (July 2016), Innovation incentives for DSOs – a
must in the new energy market development

What is innovation and why is it important?
Barriers to innovations in electricity

The role of regulation in addressing barriers
The UK model
Key takeaways

The role of economic regulation is crucial in driving innovation by
the network businesses, and requires a holistic approach


Functional separation (clarification of roles)
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Distribution Network Owner vs Distribution
System Operator
Ownership of distributed generation?

Enhanced or broader
incentive regulation

Establishment of associated responsibilities


Provision of system planning information



Provision of system data at granularity and
timeliness appropriate for market



Charging for value-added services?

Efficient pricing of energy, network access
and procurement of ‘smart services’


Remuneration of prosumers / demand response



Avoidance of network ‘death spiral’

Specific innovation
schemes

The introduction of ‘totex’ mechanisms may help in equalising
opex and capex incentives


Purpose
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Remove capex bias inherent in many regulatory regimes
(especially where capex is cost-plus) given that opex is likely
to be more important (eg active grid management) under the
‘new paradigm’

Features


Capex and opex assessed in combination



Regulatory focus is on total and lifecycle costs



Accounts for trade-offs between capital and operating and
maintenance costs

Comments


Typically requires benchmarking and statistical techniques
thereby creating greater complexity and adding cost



Requires strong institutions to protect the returns of
regulated firms

Rules can be introduced mandating that alternatives (including
‘smart’ measures) are considered in expenditure proposals


Purpose






The Australian regulatory investment
test for distribution (RIT-D)

Features


Onus on regulated firm to demonstrate that the forecast
expenditure is expected to be the lowest cost option in the
long run relative to other feasible options in net present
value terms eg cost-benefit analysis, regulatory investment
test, etc



May also define particular ‘smart measures’ for specified
circumstances or require a tender for non-network
alternatives to proposed network reinforcements (above a
certain threshold)

Comments
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Tries to ensure that the option proposed is the lowest cost
(other things equal) for consumers and that nonconventional alternatives are assessed

Increases administrative and regulatory complexity (and
therefore costs)

https://www.aemc.gov.au/energy-system/electricity/network-planning

Incentive payments could be designed that help align shareholder
financial value with consumer interests


Purpose
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Provide returns to the regulated firms that are commensurate
with the risks of specific investments or establish additional
earnings streams aligned with overall sector objectives

Features


Traditional outcome-based performance measures



Additional revenue tied to achieving alternatives that reduce
capital spending and provide definitive consumer benefit



WACC premiums for investment in smart grid measures

Comments


Simpler approach, but very crude and can distort incentives



Difficult to calibrate benefits and customer value (which
should form the basis of the incentive payments)



Open to criticism that customers are paying twice

Italy is probably the best
known example for
incentivising smart grids with a
WACC premium (+2
percentage points for 12
years) but this is also subject
to competitive processes for
identifying pilot schemes,
and rigorous assessment
procedures for selecting
projects

Another option is to provide direct funding of innovation schemes




Purpose


Accelerate or enable deployment of innovative measures
and projects, and enhance knowledge and understanding



Addresses barriers to innovation where benefits accrue to
parties beyond the innovator or require collaboration
between network companies and/or other market
stakeholders

Features
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Requires careful design covering scheme objectives,
funding model, eligibility criteria, governance framework
and sharing of learning

Comments


There could be funding and administrative constraints



Need to ensure that funding from other government
sources is not duplicated (or is complementary)



Funding should be time-limited

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier2-projects/Low-Carbon-London(LCL)/Presentations/Low+Carbon+London++Welcome+and+Project+Overview.pdf

What is innovation and why is it important?
Barriers to innovations in electricity
The role of regulation in addressing barriers

The UK model
Key takeaways

The current model in Great Britain is RIIO
Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs
Eight-year price control
A total expenditure (totex) approach
Cost of debt index linked

RIIO

Proportionate assessment of plans (fast tracking)
Innovation stimulus
Customer and third party involvement
Output led
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The RIIO innovation schemes employed in Great Britain aim to
cover the entire innovation lifecycle and are time-limited


Network Innovation Allowance (NIA)
(£65m per year)




Network Innovation Competition
(NIC) (£90m per year)




To fund larger scale flagship
development and demonstration projects

Innovation Roll-out Mechanism (IRM)
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Part of each licensee’s revenue
allowance to be spent on smaller-scale
research, development and
demonstration projects

To fund the roll-out of proven innovations
with carbon and/or environmental
benefits into business-as-usual

Source: Ofgem, RIIO-2 Stakeholder Workshop – Long Term Value for Money, 1
November 2017

Example NIC projects (2017)
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Project: Active Response
Company: UK Power Networks (UKPN)
Period: 4 years
NIC funding: £13.8 million
Additional funding: £3.1 m (UKPN)/ £1.3
m (project partners)

Project: EFFS
Company: Western Power Distribution
Period: 2.5 years
NIC funding: £3.0 million
Additional funding: £0.4 m (WPD)/ £1.0 m
(project partners)

Concept: To develop two new types of
network equipment to direct power flows
across the network

Concept: To develop an IT platform to
forecast network capacity and identify
opportunities to trade flexible services

Project aims to
• Increase the capacity of local distribution
networks
• Automatically redistribute power on the
network to resolve constraints
• Release capacity for low carbon
technologies to connect to the network

Project aims to
• Design and test a new software interface
to predict network capacity
• Demonstrate the commercial models
needed to trade these services
• Cut connection times for renewable
generation

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2016/11/innovation_competitions_brochure_to_upload.pdf

A key element of the current Ofgem review of RIIO is to use the
regulatory framework to further drive innovation and efficiency


Some questions being considered for
ensuring ‘long term value for money’ are



Reducing barriers to the deployment of
commercial/near commercial technologies

How well does the framework incentivise long
term thinking and providing long term value for
money?



Promoting ‘public good’ outcomes



High technical and/or deployment risk



How should innovation be incentivised and
what role should an ‘innovation stimulus’ play?



Least cost decarbonisation options



What role should competition play in delivering
long term value?



Whole-systems thinking



Employing lessons learnt from existing
schemes eg



“Need to consider how the framework will
support companies to innovate and
proactively respond to changes in how the
networks are used whilst recognising
uncertainty associated not only in the pace,
but with the direction of change”
(Ofgem, Stakeholder Workshop 1 Nov 2017)
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Ensuring regulated companies make material
contribution to cost of projects
(10% non-refundable contribution)



Require annual calls for third-party led projects



Require regulated companies to work together

What is innovation and why is it important?
Barriers to innovations in electricity
The role of regulation in addressing barriers
The UK model

Key takeaways

For ERRA countries, the priority might be on ensuring incentives
for neutral spending and then adopting innovations from elsewhere


The promotion of innovative solutions by regulated network businesses does not necessarily require
restating the aims of regulation, but does require a fundamental shift in the regulatory tools that are
employed for facilitating their development and deployment



A mix of regulatory measures might be employed (each with their own strengths and weaknesses), but key
aims should be to ensure ‘whole system’ approaches and solutions that are neutral in terms of the
type of expenditure (opex/capex) and identity of the implementing party (the regulated entity or thirdparties)



This is likely to require a combination of mechanisms, including:





Removal of any capex biases and ensuring equal treatment of capex and opex



Rigorous investment appraisal procedures and a requirement for network businesses to demonstrate net benefits
of proposals (including compared with alternative non-network solutions)



Higher returns (possibly) and additional income streams to align shareholder value and consumer benefits

Given the ‘public good’ nature of R&D/innovation, direct funding programmes might also be important
for funding solutions during the energy transition
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But, might it be preferable to ‘free ride’ on research conducted elsewhere and then adopt the successful innovations?
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